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In your friendship circles and work networks how many 
people are from ethnically diverse backgrounds? 

If your friendship circles and work networks are not diverse,  
what action could you take to change this? Ideas*: 

Be open-minded - put aside preconceived ideas and embrace individuality

Focus on the things you share rather than the differences

Use the thing that brought you together as an opportunity to open the door to 
friendship (i.e. the place you work or a shared interest)

Be open and friendly without forcing friendship 
(*Source: Sherri Gordon reviewed by Akeem Marsh, MD  
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 Never

Once or twice

A fair few times

A good number of times

All the time

Have you ever avoided sitting next to someone based 
on how you perceived their race, religion, or ability?

If you have avoided sitting next to someone, what 
action could you take to change this? Ideas: 

Sometimes, we make assumptions about people based on the way they look 
or behave. Our assumptions may impact whether we feel safe or comfortable 
sitting next to somebody, even though we have no idea whether these biased 
assumptions are true.

Action/s I will take: To be achieved by
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Source: www.forbes.com/sites/pragyaagarwaleurope/2018/12/30/bias-is-your-accent-holding-you-
back/?sh=4fe459771b5a)

Have you ever heard or spoken to someone  
and made assumptions based on their accent?

If you have made assumptions based on someone’s 
accent, what action could you take to change this? Ideas*: 

Next time you hear an accent, challenge your perceptions and your initial reactions

Ask whether you’re basing those on what is being said or the way it’s being said

(*Source: Sarah Brown for Laughology https://www.laughology.co.uk/blog/accent-bias-how-can-you-drop-the- 
judgements-and-be-more-inclusive)

Writing down what you hear and evaluating content separately can help outsmart 
voice bias
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When you or your team organise social activities, how often are everyone’s opinions, 
concerns and beliefs taken into account?

If you haven’t taken everyone’s opinion 
into account, what action could you take to 
change this? Ideas: 
Have a conversation with all parties involved before organising social activities and 
avoid making assumptions

If there is a group of people planning these activities, make it diverse

Incorporate inclusive alternatives if people are unable to attend proposed activities

Don’t have ‘in’ groups and ‘out’ groups - often the invite isn't extended to the ‘out’ 
groups

According to People Management, ‘research published in 2020 found that more 
than 10 percent of employees feel excluded by work socials or drinks. In truth, 
the numbers may be slightly higher: a 2019 study, after all, found that when 
employers initiate drinking events, employees feel obliged to participate, even if 
they would rather not’… ‘Similar is true of structuring events around sports’. 

Source People Management
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 Never

Once or twice

A fair few times

A good number of times

All the time

You can start to change the world today by making your Big Promise now: 
go to the Big Promise tool. 

https://www.raceequalitymatters.com/make-a-big-promise/
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